
Statement to the BSE Inquiry June 1999

Dear Justice Phillips and Committee,

Firstly may I say how excellent I find the work of the Inquiry, although I make the 
observation you must now be feeling like beef farmers or perhaps kindred spirits at 
least. It is incredible how so much controversial information can be publicly available
and the media do not report it, furthermore it has been considerably mis reported in 
articles dismissing the Inquiry as a waste of tax payers money, because viral 
documents will not be available and the truth will never be known. To my perception 
nothing could be further from the truth. I have tried to raise awareness of the press 
and media, to little effect, in much the same climate as has always surrounded this 
issue, constructive ignorance.

Anyway to matters more positive as the Inquiry enters its next phase I notice that Mr 
William Rees is to be called I also notice that he was a member of the AFRC. As such
I presume he will have received the AFRC news letters. I enclose a copy of a 
previously submitted newsletter from 1988 which records experimental development 
of Bovine Somatotrophin [BST] Could he be asked if he was aware of this 
development work?
Rees says in his statement No 126 paragraph 11 when he first became aware of BSE 
“the only parallel conditions I was aware of were Scrapie in sheep, CJD and Kuru in 
humans and a TSE in mink”. Was he completely unaware of the iatrogenic cases of 
CJD emanating from the use of injections of Somatotrophin and Follicle Stimulating 
Hormones in humans?
If not with whom did he raise these issues?
Why was the Biologicals sub committee at the CVL Dr Little etc. not alert to this 
anyway, I presume it would have been part of his remit to be informed as to new 
techniques such as hormone injections and the experience of other species such as 
humans. I really do find it incredible as the first of the human cases had only just 
come to notice a few years previously, here was actual recorded evidence of risk from
this practice at least acting as a spread mechanism on their doorstep. But this was 
ignored or unnoticed and they noted and adopted tales of the exploits of remote tribes
the other side of the world. As being the guiding risk evaluation!!!
Furthermore I feel with the knowledge available at that time 1986-1988 It was 
probably fair to leave a question mark on vaccine use, and CVL acted appropriately 
informing DHSS of cattle tissue usage in vaccines. But more importantly and 
obviously they appear to have failed to register and assess the most obvious risk the 
use of BST and FSH injections in cattle. Was this practice never placed in their 
assessment of BSE? Was any attempt made to regulate the collection of pituitaries etc
for veterinary use? I presume these would have been guidelines and 
recommendations!!! Who were they sent to?



Bovine tissue in human injections

Was any legislation ever adopted with regard to halting the manufacture of these high
risk pharmaceuticals?
I note and quote Prof Asscher's statement No 144 with regard to the use of bovine 
material

Para 35 “the CSM was, however, aware of the issues involving CJD and human 
growth hormone at this time and of the occurrences of CJD following human dura 
implants. They had come to our attention in the course of considering product 
licences for dura matter. These experiences made us very wary of parental, as 
compared to oral, medicinal products.”
Para 37 CSM drew up recommendations for pharmaceuticals.

Para 38 Who did Asscher send his recommendations to?.Prof Lawson! He who 
stopped the acknowledgement and recommendation to separate functions which 
rendered the VMD intellectually corrupt through his present role as chairman of the 
Medicines Commission. [Ref letters to Tessa Jowell already submitted to the Inquiry]
Also Sir Colin Berry!!! [Ref letters to the Prime Minister conflict of interest in 
research into BSE]
Sir Colin Berry, advised Professor Pattison with regard to research of BSE. He quite 
actively and vehemently opposed research into Mark Purdey's OP theory, a record of 
which I am sure Mark must have supplied to you.
Professor Pattison should be asked. If Berry made his knowledge with regard to these
practices and risks known to SEAC? Did SEAC discuss this? Did anyone ask about 
the use of such material in cattle? What has Almond to say with regard to the whole 
pharmaceutical usage situation with regard to cattle tissue, as the veterinary adviser to
SEAC?
Why was this situation not reconsider eight years later in March 1996?

In correspondence with Southwood Asscher states
Para 41 Southwood appeared concerned that the proposed ban on bovine brain and 
lymphoid tissue would not apply to the use of such tissues in the manufacture of 
parenteral products. However the CSM was aware at that time of the use of bovine 
material in the manufacture of medicinal products.

Para 43 Southwood said that he believed that there would be practical difficulties in 
the certification of healthy herds.” He concluded “ I am not sure what arrangements 
the Ministry had in mind for certifying herds as healthy from this point of view, but as
you will appreciate the absence of a case of BSE would not be a sufficient condition.”
So with this warning why did the CSM then allow collection to move to a similarly 
risky harvesting situation abroad? I have also noted [from statements or a memo] 
there were recommendations to exclude the US as a replacement source. Why?

Para 50 It is agreed “Informal action is almost always preferable to formal licensing 



action”Why? can we have a full explanation please?

Para 59 The guidelines are listed.
in all my years of NFU meetings at which we spent 90% of our time wading through 
oceans of legislation on cattle production, leaving little or no time to discuss why we 
were adopting them. Also with the abattoir owners at the Quality Meat and Livestock 
Alliance meetings I attended. Never were we unwitting farmers nor practitioners and 
suppliers to this pharmaceutical trade made aware of any of these recommendations 
and guidelines. But they included how animals should have been sources, and killed.
Why were we never guided or recommended? All farmers and processors got was 
ban after ban on inclusion of materials intended for the dinner table. Not a 
syringe.
I presume that loose set of guidelines is still applicable to pharmaceutical use. Not to 
mention any unlicensed uses. Which if applied to the animal situation was rife as 
confirmed by Wilesmith and others, perhaps you will be asking all the appropriate 
witnesses about this.

I have to say as a beef producer I feel incredibly victimised when I consider the 
legislation which is levied on the production of beef for consumption, to the point of 
making it illegal to sell beef on the bone. Yet pharmaceutical companies only have to 
follow a set of guidelines when sourcing bovine brain, glands and lymphoid tissue to 
inject into our children.

I can assure you farmer and slaughtermen would also have found it preferable to have
received informal action and guidance instead of legislation, especially if it had been 
accompanied by the true knowledge of the risks.

And a general question to all your forthcoming witnesses where applicable it should 
be asked. Why was all this evidence, guidance, recommendation, subsequent action 
and knowledge therefore not reconsidered and applied when the issue of nvCJD arose
in 1996? One particular person who springs to mind is Ken Clarke who as Health 
Minister discussed with M Thatcher the risks in 1988, he had the knowledge but did 
not want to cause a vaccine scare. So why did he not apply that knowledge when as 
Chancellor on 19th March 1996 he wrote to Major about BSE and the impending 
crisis over nvCJD. He quantified the financial burden over compensating farmers, for
what? and why?. When he knew of the far greater risk and obvious link. Was he not 
concerned that the wrong profession was bearing the financial brunt of the risk? For 
that matter why did not M Thatcher herself warn Major that there were deeper issues?
It could have saved this country the fortune the beef crisis has cost. They could have 
just legislated on the pharmaceuticals which should have been done before anyway. 
Surely someone, somewhere must have questioned a link between the emergence of 
nvCJD and injection of bovine tissue. Did no one consider this? Sir Colin Berry and 
Professor Lawson appear not to think to mention it? Did anyone else?

Returning to the more direct risky practice of pituitary usage in cattle. I enclose an 



article from the Observer regarding BSE trials in which it is stated that there were 
thirty trial farms. Is there a witness who checked the records of this work? As to how 
long those cattle were kept? What became of the cattle from these trials? Are records 
still available? If not the records and recollections of the local livestock markets, 
hauliers and abattoir men could become very important?
I noticed in a memo dated 1988 obtained from the Inquiries library. [the copy of 
which I cannot lay my hands on at this moment to quote direct] that BSE erupted in 
Kent and Berkshire and it was noted that although the South West had 25% of the 
cattle population its incidence ran at that time at a much lower rate that Berkshire and
Kent. We know about Shinfield and other research establishments in the area around 
Reading Abattoir and the exceedingly lax methods allowed for the disposal of 
experimental animals which still persists to this day. What was in Kent? Were there 
more sites for BST?

I was interested to read the British Cattle Veterinary Association have suddenly 
decided they ought to make a statement to the Inquiry. This interestingly negates the 
above theory of clusters starting, by copiously stating that vets were ill informed and 
BSE was about for quite a while without them realising its seriousness. Could they be
asked to submit their knowledge of the use of both BST and FSH? When and where 
did members use the preparations? Did they, or would they, have noticed any 
correlation between this usage and the incidence of BSE? It is interesting how they 
have defended Mr Wilesmiths epidemiological study and commended it as 
aspirational, a freudian choice of words I feel. If they had wanted to protect 
themselves and certain 'high status' herds in which they would have most likely used 
these preparations, then Mr Wilesmiths choice in accusing Meat and Bonemeal was 
inspirational.

I am told in this next phase, witness lawyers will be able to comment/question during 
proceedings. Sadly beef farmers will have no representation although they have 
probably suffered the most, more will have committed suicide, their sense of logic 
and hence sanity compromised by this lunatic regime, than have died of nvCJD. I 
presume the only lawyers from farming will be the NFU, which is worse than no one,
sadly the NFU have their own agenda, which does not support farmers, I believe I 
have already presented enough of that evidence to you. Their whole existence is 
rooted into promoting and protecting pharmaceuticals and chemical usage and 
helping civil servants straight jacket the farmers in legislation to the point of forcing 
them out of business, as demonstrated above.

As a note of gossip I have received an application form to apply to the Veterinary 
Medicines Directorate for an advisory position on the VPC. I was put forward last 
year but dismissed, this year I can apply for reconsideration. I feel I am walking a 
knife edge, am I to be positioned on such a committee in order to control me and shut
me up? When the proverbial hits the fan with your report, I could be on one of the 
committees which should receive some of the heaviest criticism, but maybe I will be 
able to enable the changes needed, who knows? If I pass the sift committee I get an 



interview, I wonder who will interview me, Sir Colin Berry? Professor Lawson? 
Professor Dayan? I shall adopt my usual pose eyes down keep on trudging this newly 
cut furrow, that way you don't see the distance needed to travel nor the closeness of 
the precipice.
However on a lighter note I feel I should share with you what I have had to now 
disclose to the VPC, my formal qualifications. Which amount to 5 GCSEs and one 
GCE in geography, my science qualification is grade 3 GCSE human biology. I also 
have GCSE needlework perhaps this has helped me identify stitching up. On 
reflection it is most probably my life long affiliation with cows which has helped me 
become a keen identifier of bull shit. Forgive me I do not wish to be contemptuous, 
but for many years so many journalists and others have negated their responsibilities 
to these issues by telling me they are not qualified scientists, well neither am I but I 
have got a brain and it is engaged. The other reason for bringing this to your attention
is, if I with that stunning lack of qualification and no financial support, could work 
out the risks involved, then why could not any of the highly qualified professors 
employed to do the job. Which renders them one of two things, incompetent and a 
disgrace to their profession, or colluding to protect vested interests either here or 
internationally. Interesting choice or perhaps it will all turn out it is just the media's 
fault because they didn't understand the real issues and transfer the knowledge to the 
public, and I can return to the noble art of growing natural things.

I do think that as each of the witnesses were asked in the last session ˜did they still 
eat beef? could they now be asked do they have children, did they have them 
vaccinated?

I am enclosing a document with regard to the corrupt European and International 
situation surrounding the licensing of rBST, for your background information.

Many thanks as always, to everyone for your patience and tenacity for the truth. I am 
sorry if I have asked questions you have already asked, it is difficult to keep reading 
and cross referencing. These are testing times.


